Welcome to Andalusia! We’re thrilled that you’ve picked our region for your family holiday destination. So that you don’t miss out on any of the fun to be had, we’ll accompany you throughout your stay showing you everything the region has to offer. We’ve got rich cultural resources ideal for all kinds of activities, charming rural villages where you can get away from it all, interesting beaches and leisure parks to suit every taste. There’s also a whole host of important museums, incredible monuments and cultural routes that will take you to the heart of the region’s story full of flavor and tradition.

As one of the warmest regions in Europe, you’ll find the climate here to be very pleasant. The average annual temperature is around 15 °C. With 3,000 hours of sunshine a year it’s a great idea to bring along something for when you’re coming during the hottest months. It rarely rains, and when it does it’s very light and short. In Seville and Córdoba you’ll find over 200 days of sunshine a year from March to October. The climate and topography has helped create diverse landscapes from lady-mountain ranges to volcanic horizons, like the Sierra Nevada, and the weird peaks of the Sierra Nevada.

Little travelers, bring your camera along and have fun. Ready, set, go!

Andalusia is fun
/04. Sun, sand and snow

From sky dives to long distances, almost everything about a beach and a sandcastle tells of sunshine. Andalusia’s hot and dry climate offers beaches to suit all of them. With many of them being awarded the Blue Beach Environmental Agency’s title, you can spend hours in the sun while enjoying the local culture and cuisine. Chances are you haven’t heard of the Russian Sled! It’s a fun ride that can be found on the back of one of these noble animals. Well, if not, we suggest you discover one of the Costa del Sol’s most exciting attractions.

/03. Sure-fire entertainment

In the water, there are plenty of activities to enjoy: swimming, diving, and windsurfing. Some beaches offer rental services for these activities, allowing you to enjoy them without bringing your own equipment. If you prefer a more relaxed experience, you can visit one of the many amusement parks in the region. From the water parks, such as Mario Park (Roquetas de Mar) and Aquavera (Vera), both in Almería; Aquavelis (Roquetas de Mar), which is especially popular with families; or the Adventure Park in Benalmádena, you can enjoy the thrill of water slides and rides, then it’s a recipe for the perfect day out!

/02. Outdoor Adventures

Andalusia’s mountains are a paradise for outdoor enthusiasts. Sierra Nevada, the highest mountain range in the Iberian Peninsula, offers excellent conditions for skiing and snowboarding. The resort of Sierra Nevada, located in the province of Granada, attracts visitors from all over the world with its snow-capped peaks and picturesque landscapes. You can rent ski设备 or snowboard equipment, and the resort offers a range of activities, including horse treks, snowmobile tours, and alpine skiing.

/01. Once upon a time

Andalusia’s history is rich and diverse, with a blend of culture and tradition that has been shaped by the region’s geography and climate. From the Arabic influence in the architecture and language to the Roman influence in the ruins and monuments, Andalusia has a story to tell. Whether you’re interested in exploring the historic sites or trying out water sports, there are plenty of activities to choose from.